Online M.Ed. Program Book List

Disclaimer: Books are required the first day of class. Please order your books in a timely manner to ensure they arrive prior to the first day of class.

For entire program:

Title: Publication manual of the American Psychological Association  
ISBN: 978-1433805615  
Edition: 6  
Publisher: Author  
Author: American Psychological Association

ED 502: Teacher as Change Agent

Title: Framework for understanding poverty: A cognitive approach  
ISBN: 978-1-938248-01-6  
Edition: 5  
Publisher: aha! Process, Inc.  
Author: Payne, R. K.

Title: Creating dynamic schools through mentoring, coaching, and collaboration  
Publisher: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development  
Author: Carr, J.F., Herman, N., & Harris, D.E.

Title: Understanding research: A consumer’s guide  
ISBN: 978-0133831627  
Edition: 2  
Publisher: Pearson  
Author: Clark, Vicki L. Plano, Creswell, John W.

ED 503: Teacher as Researcher

Title: Action research: Improving schools and empowering educators  
ISBN: 978-1483389059  
Edition: 5  
Publisher: Sage Publications  
Author: Mertler, Craig A.

Title: Teach, Reflect, Learn  
ISBN: 9781416620105  
Publisher: ASCD  
Author: Hall Simeral
ED 504: Leading Change in America’s Schools
Title: The six secrets of change: What the best leaders do to help their organizations survive and thrive
ISBN: 9781118152607
Edition: 1
Publisher: Jossey Bass Wiley
Author: Fullan